The problem of testing the goodness of fit of an absolutely continuous distribution to a set of observations grouped into equal probability intervals, against to a family of sequences of alternatives approaching the hypothesis is considered. We focus our study to the asymptotic intermediate efficiency (AIE) due to Inglot (1999) of the chi-squared and log-likelihood ratio tests. It is shown that the AIE of these tests depend on the "rate of proximity" of the sequences of alternatives to the testing hypothesis. In particularly, it is determined a threshold family of alternatives, beyond of which the chi-squared test becomes inferior to the log-likelihood ratio test in terms of Inglot AIE.
Introduction
The goodness-of-fit tests from groped data constitute a classical problem in statistical inference.
Here the original problem is to test whether a sample has come from a given distribution. This problem is transformed into a problem of fit for a multinomial distribution by the method of grouping data: the support of given distribution is divided into N mutually exclusive intervals and is observed the number of observations, say k  , arisen in the k th interval. Test statistics in this approach are indicate in different ways a divergence of observed variables p is the probability that the observation come from the m th interval counted under the null hypothesis, n is the sample size. 2 There is huge literature where interest and results have followed many aspects: the asymptotic distributional and statistical properties and recommendations in applications of these statistics in the case fixed N , the number of intervals, see Gvanceladze and Chibisov (1979) , Moore (1986), Read and Cressie (1988) , Cressie and Read (1989) and references within. However the assumption N fixed is restrictive in several contexts. Indeed: Mann and Wald (1942) have obtained the relation 2/5 N cn , where 0 c  depends on the test size, concerning the optimal choice of the number of groups in chi-squared goodness of fit test; next, consider a problem of testing uniformity distribution on a fixed interval in which the interval partitioned into subintervals of equal length, if it is desired to achieve a specified expected frequency  (say) for each subinterval, then N subintervals are used for a sample size of n, where () N N n  is selected to make / ( ) n N n close to  . For another examples associating with "big-data" problems see Rempata and Wesolowski (2016) and Pietrzak et al.( 2016) .
In the present paper we study asymptotic properties in testing goodness-of-fit of 2 N  and N  statistics in situation when () N N n    , as n . Specifically, we consider the problem of testing the goodness of fit of an absolutely continuous distribution F to a set of n observations grouped into N equal probability intervals. Through a probability integral transformation the original problem can be reduced to testing the null hypothesis of uniformity 0 H : , and because it loses its leadership for the family of fixed alternatives, hence very interesting problem is to determine the family of alternatives at maximum "distance" from the hypothesis and so that the chi-squared test still retain "leadership".
In this work among others we address those problems in terms of asymptotic relative efficiency, viz.
a limiting value of the ratio of the sample sizes, developed by Inglot (1999) Mirakhmedov (1987) and Ivchenko and Mirakhmedov (1995) .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The main results are presented in Section 2; in 
The results
We still use the notation of Sections 
result for the chi-square statistics is limited by Assertion A2, see Appendix. Ivchenko and Mirakhmedov (1995) have suggested as a measure of efficiency of h-test the asymptotic value of the slopes, which defined as follows.
Assume that . The measure of performance of h -test is the asymptotic value of a -slope, viz.,
Similarly, when the measure of performance of h-test is the asymptotic value of aslope, viz.,
We shall focus in the sequel on the  -slope of h-tests. For a given family of alternatives the asymptotic relative efficiency ( ARE) of one test to another, subject they have the same asymptotic power, which is bounded away from 0 and 1, is defined as the ratio of their asymptotic  -slopes.
This corresponds to a concept of comparison of two tests via comparison of asymptotic behavior of the probabilities of the first type errors, when they have the same fixed asymptotic power; in our opinion such concept is reasonable and corresponds to the spirit of ARE of two tests. 
Proofs
We still use the notation of Sections 1 and 2. First we consider the symmetric statistics h N S (1.2). Remain that~( ) n Poi  . In addition to denotes (2.1) we set 
(3.7)
It is easy to see that Ivchenko and Mirakhmedov (1995) for the some class of symmetric statistics.
Appendix. We still use the notation of the previous sections. Kallenberg (1985) .
The notion of Kallenberg's intermediate efficiency, Kallenberg (1983) , for the case when dealing with nonparametric sequences of alternatives has been developed by Inglot (1999) . We need a slightly more general definition than his one. Below the notation of Inglot (1999) 
